
Outline 

 

Fill in the blank with a key glossary term from the word bank provided. For a completed outline, 
please refer to Appendix A: Chapter Outlines via the link below. 

 
I. In most cases groups can produce more solutions to a problem than individuals.  

A. Problem-solving groups are more effective because they have more resources, an 

improved rate of accuracy, more commitment, and increased diversity. 

B. Groups are justified if the job is beyond the capacity of one person, if individual 

tasks are interdependent, if there is more than one possible decision or solution, 

and if there is potential for disagreement. 

II. Groups are most effective when members feel good about one another. 

A. ____________, the degree to which members feel connected with and committed 

to the group, helps a group to be effective. 

B. Cohesiveness is boosted when there are shared or compatible goals, progress 

toward those goals, and shared norms and values. 

C. Other contributors to cohesiveness are the lack of perceived threat between 

members, interdependence of members, and a perceived threat outside the group. 

D. Two other components of cohesiveness are the feelings of mutual attraction and 

friendship and shared group experiences.  

III. Many problem-solving groups develop along predictable stages when organizing and 

strategizing.  

A. Members approach the initial ___________  _ ____ quite tentatively. Once the 

reason for the group is identified there is a ________   _____ of positions and 

viewpoints. Give-and-take discussions should progress to a sense of unity and 

cooperation; thus, the _________   _____ develops as the members become a 

group. Once the group works together the members support and defend each other 

in the ______________  __ _____.  

B. Problem-solving groups use a number of formats and approaches to present their 

results. _________   ______ are offshoots of a larger group, _______ ____ 

approaches might be used to make a list of ideas to discuss. A _____  _____ does 

not decide the outcome but rather provides solicited feedback. 

C. ______________   __________ provides specific rules for discussion and 

decision making. A _____  __________ involves roundtable contributions with 

audience members observing and eavesdropping. A _________ presentation 

occurs when the members divide the topic and each delivers information 

uninterrupted. _____  groups encourage input and participation from 

nonmembers. ________  encourages give-and-take and listening to others without 

superiority with a goal toward understanding. 

IV. Often emotions hamper rational differences of opinion in a group, so a template for 

reflective thinking and decision making is useful. 



A. A structured approach for a problem-solving group would be to identify the 

problem, analyze the problem, develop creative solutions, evaluate possible 

solutions, implement the plan, and follow up on the solution.  

B. The decision-making process has several options. Majority control allows quick 

votes but could exclude 49% of the members. Expert opinion works well if 

someone has the knowledge but stumbles if not everyone accepts the expert. 

Minority control has a few decide for the many but overlooks the input of the 

many. Authority rule is autocratic, efficient, and, at times, dictatorial, but failure 

to consult members can leave them feeling ordered rather than asked.  _________ 

means all members agree on the decision. The problem there is that full and 

complete agreement is very difficult to achieve without compromise.  

V. Even groups with the best intentions encounter stumbling blocks to effectiveness. 

A. ___________ _____ __________, the scarcity of accurate and current input, 

hinders good results. __________  ___ ________ can overwhelm group members 

by causing complications and distractions. Unequal participation is the bane of all 

experienced group members. Unfair balance of responsibilities, a reluctant or 

absent member, a dysfunctional member demonstrating lack of cooperation: these 

bog down progress and stifle results.  

B. A strong tendency to “go along to get along,” the pressure to conform, often 

overwhelms dissent when a contrary perspective could be useful. 

 

Word Bank 

dialogue    breakout groups 

cohesiveness    consensus 
conflict stage    emergence stage 
focus group    forum 

information overload   information underload 
orientation stage   panel discussion 

parliamentary procedure  problem census 
reinforcement stage   symposium 
 

 
 

 


